
  
Capture true 3D volumetric data in  
seconds – saving you time and money.
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JOIN  THE  
3D SCANNING
REVOLUTION



Welcome to the world of 3D scanning  
technology.
To prescribe and deliver the best orthotic solution for your patients 
you need a scanner that doesn’t compromise on the accuracy that 
you have come to trust with plaster or foam.

Why ScanCast 3D?
ScanCast 3D captures a true 3D volumetric image of the entire  
plantar surface of the foot using a two camera system, allowing  
you a high degree of orthotic customization and precision. 

Our true 3D system accurately captures the  
forefoot and rearfoot relationship in subtalar neutral,  
which is crucial for width, varus and valgus findings.

Non-weight bearing 
scanning 

Delineate painful areas Semi-weight bearing  
scanning 

Dual camera system

ScanCast 3D has all of the versatility that you need  
to perform a comprehensive examination and create  
an orthotic prescription.

SCANCAST 3D



Accuracy & Versatility
ScanCast 3D allows you to achieve the same accuracy 
and precision you have come to trust with plaster or foam  
with the freedom to scan patients semi or non-weight bearing.  
You can even mark specific lesions or painful areas for  
pad placement. 

ScanCast 3D saves you time  
and money.
Imagine not having the mess and cost of plaster  
or foam without compromising accuracy and results.

Not only does the ScanCast 3D capture the image  
of each foot in only 7 seconds, but you can easily move 
the scanner from room to room – saving you time  
so you can see more patients in a day.

The result?
Faster turn-around-time and a custom orthotic that delivers 
superior clinical results.

“Day in and day out, professional athletes count on me  
to keep them on their feet and in the game. ScanCast 3D 
delivers precise, near-instantaneous diagnostic data and  
their custom orthotics are world class.” 

SCANCAST 3D WWW.LANGERBIOMECHANICS.COM

Ask us about how to place  
a ScanCast 3D in your office for free!

Dr. Joel Segalman - Consulting Podiatrist for an NBA professional basketball  

team and current Team Podiatrist for MLS



2905 Veterans Memorial Hwy
Ronkonkoma, New York, USA

11779

160 Markland Street
Markham, Ontario, Canada 
L6C 0C6

North America Toll Free: 1.877.644.4344
Toll Free Fax: 1.866.538.9742 

www.langerbiomechanics.com

Visit Langer Biomechanics 
Facebook page to watch  
our demo videos!

We make it easy to be a Langer partner.
Langer Biomechanics has refined the custom orthotic manufacturing process using Lean Sigma 
standards, teams of skilled technicians, a dedicated Clinical Team and Customer Service  
Representatives who are committed to your success.  

Your patients will benefit from the years of experience behind each device as their custom orthotics 
help to restore a more natural, pain-free way to enjoy their life.  
 
“I can feel the smile on the other end of the phone.” - Dr. Sharnowski 

Learning more is a few 
clicks away...
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